
Our company is looking for a technical representative. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for technical representative

Resolves client and/or merchant technical support issues relating to point of
service (POS) products, including, but not limited to, dial-up card swipe
terminals, and provides standardized responses by utilizing established
documentation and processes
Troubleshoot issues identified in the field or internally relating to products
and/or processes
Develop relationships with top retailers to review their tech needs and the
general business environment (trends, promotions, competitor info)
Create and review publications for global release for product improvements,
service instructions and procedures
Control quality through the completion of assembly documentation (motor
alignment, weld testing, electrical insulation testing, motor performance
benchmarks, ) and machine commissioning
Provides technical direction and assistance to customers on the use of the
product lines
Serves as operational advisor to customers by applying general quality tools
and analytical concepts to assist with improving product quality, efficiency
and line design
Resolve daily mobile application issues with customers, which can include
user log-in problems, deactivations, new user set-up application download
problems
Ensure swap outs are relevant and necessary and levels are reduced by
ensuring all possible technical aspects are covered within 1st call
When technical calls results in a swap out ensure terminal replacement is
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Qualifications for technical representative

Able to handle and retain regular updates and changes to policies,
procedures
Must be willing to travel extensively (at least one full week each month)
relocate based upon business needs
Strong knowledge of PC systems and MAC systems (desktop and laptop),
wireless devices and printer hardware
Basic knowledge of wireless hardware, networks and respective components
Some exposure to general marketing, technical writing or business marketing
Team Player - able to integrate into existing environment


